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hinking about toxic pollution in your
community this time of year is not
exactly in the holiday spirit.
o one
will mind if you put it off unti I 1999.
Bue the hot spots around you eventually
will need attention.
Should you get
involved? Or, more to the point, can you?
vVe ask these questions at a time when
several cities around Cascadia, including
Portland and Pore Angeles. arc dealing with
very large contaminated areas that soon

EDITORIAL

in the Northern Cascades

FROM SHOWCASE TO SHAME:
DOES THE WILLAMETTE
MER1T "SUPERFUND" LABEL?

SALMON,

In Search of ursus horribilis

Dear Reader

might be placed on the EPA's Superfund list
States, cities and the responsible industries
seek to avoid the list.
Should the EPA listen to them?
Consider that nearly one out of IO
Superfund sites in the U.S. is located in chis
region - a disproportional representation
given that the orthwest has nowhere near
10 percent of the nation's population. Could
it be that polluters and the states thought no
one would care if they crashed this out-ofthe-way place?
Superfund may be one tough law for polluters, but not for citizens who wish to get
involved in the cleanup process. Superfund
makes sure citizen groups not only can participate in decisions, but provides them with
technical assistance grants so their participation can be meaningful. There's no other
place to go for the tough cleanup standards
and serious commitment to public involvement that Superfund provides.
Some fear a Superfund designation may
get in the way of industrial development
plans, such as one to deepen the Columbia
River shipping channel. Pores and ocher interests wane chis project put on a fast track. but
the face chat the Willamette harbor is polluted
enough co qualify for the Superfund list is reason enough co reconsider the project
Deepening the harbor, for example, may disturb toxic sediments at the river bottom, driving them up the food chain.
CORRECTIONS:
The
Oregon
League of Conservation Voters was neutral
on Oregon's Measure 64, the clearcutting
ban. The Groundtruthing column in the
November issue incorrectly stated the
group's position. Also in the November
issue, the BLM state director who toured
Soda Mountain was Bill Luscher, not Dean
Bibles. The photo on Page 8 was of Kathy
Wood and her dog Boomer. Cascadia Times
regrets the errors.

Cascadia Times is not simply about
furry animals and remote forests.
It's really about the people who live
in the Pacific Northwest and their
quality of life. Cascadia Times
makes connections among communities from San Francisco to Alaska.
taking a broad. bio-regional outlook.
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Salmon Hatcheries on the Brink
Scientists discover why the "Johnny Appleseed''
approach doesn't work anymore
By Paul Koberstein

T

wenty-five years ago, the commercial fishery for pink salmon
in Alaska's Prince William
Sound was threatened with collapse.
Biologists feared the small number of
fish produced each year was not
enough to rebuild the run. They began
building hatcheries, with unprecedented success. Adult returns improved:
four-fold, and the Sound now is home
to 45 million
returning
salmon.
Sockeye in Weaver Creek, British
Columbia, a tributary co the Fraser
River, faced a similar fate. Logging had
caused highly variable flows, and the
loss of redds (nests) and low returns
threatened the run. After an artificial
spawning channel was built, survival
among juveniles improved dramatically, and the run exploded to 250,000
sockeye annually.
In the late 1970s, the Makah
Indian
Nation
on Washingcon's
Olympic Peninsula saw its Chinook
populations threatened by clearcutting.
Fewer than 100 fish returned some
years. Then the Makah National Fish
Hatchery was built on the Sooes River,
and now more than 2,000 fish are

Hatchery salmon have contributed to the decline of wild fish. studies show.

returning yearly.
In each case, hatchery managers
mimicked natural conditions around
them. In Prince William Sound, fry
releases were synchronized with the
beginning of the spring plankton
bloom, which was the optimum time
for rapid growth. At Weaver Creek,

flows were controlled and much of the
silt and fine material that washed down
from logging sites was kept ouc of
spawning area. At Sooes River, the
Makah put only native Chinook in the
hatchery, making sure that the fish
would not be compromised
hy the
CONTINUED
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Think Globally as You Buy Locally
By Jo Ostgarden
ost people shop on impulse. If they like something and can afford it, they buy it. Yet few shoppers have a clue that what they choose to buy has
significant social and economic impact.
According to the socially responsible business movement, when you buy some items, like pottery from an
artists' cooperative in Chile, Christmas ornaments from a
co-op in El Salvador, paper goods and instruments from a
women's collective in Nepal, textiles from co-ops in
Guatemala, or crafts from your local artisans, you can
make a difference for hope and justice.
Such purchases help bring dignity and needed income
to developing world artisans, says Marilyn Clark, of
Paraclete Society, a fair trade organization. The Paraclete
(a Greek word for advocate, counselor or helper) Society
has helped build sustainable cottage industries locally and
in developing countries since 1987. They also teach agriculture and crafting, and help market a wide array of arts
and crafts from around the globe. In addition, they operate a combined work space and gift shop called Beyond
Borders in Portland. Clark says their objective is socially
responsibility, fair trade and finding a way to help bridge
the gap between indigenous producers and consumers.
Ideally, socially responsible businesses operate in a
manner consistent with principles of sustainable development, which includes respecting human rights and minimizing the environmental impact of its operations at all
times. They care about more than just the bottom line.

M

They care less about how business decisions affect stockholders and bank accounts, and more about the producers,
consumers and community both locally and globally.
Lisa Kendall of Catfish Moon, a gift shop in
Southwest Portland, is another small business owner who is a part of the vanguard of socially responsible businesses attempting to redefine their social
and ethical responsibilities.
Kendall admits that it's
difficult to do "everything perfect," but at Catfish
Moon they're crying. For example, they can't guarantee
that everything they carry is child labor-free. Bue the
store does make a conscious attempt to follow the social
responsibility chain all the way from purchase (choosing
suppliers that support their objectives) to distribution
(buying from suppliers who use recycled or recyclable
shipping materials). The store's staff reuses packaging in
as many ways possible (re-wrapping gifts, cleaning supplies, sharing excess materials with other businesses) and
learns as much as they can about the cultural origins of the
products they sell so they can educate consumers. Besides
buying directly from artisans and artisan cooperatives
across the globe, both Catfish Moon and Beyond Borders
also feature products made by local artisans.
Fair trade is intrinsic to social responsibility, and vise
versa. A core principle is the ideal of ensuring a sustainable future. In many ways, fair trade is better than foreign
aid because, as Clark explains, it recognizes the producers'
own abilities and seeks co help them improve their quality of life so they can support themselves with their craft.
CONTINUED
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introduction of ocher Chinook.
However, too often in the West,
salmon hatcheries have not been run in
sync with nature. Three peer-reviewed
studies in 1994 and 1996 said that
hatcheries, in spite of some success,
have contributed to the decline of wild
salmon. Hatcheries have not met their
objectives, and their operators have
not learned from their mistakes.
One study, by the prestigious
National Research Council, concluded
that hatcheries should be dismantled,
revised or reprogrammed if they interfere with rebuilding sustainable natural salmon runs.
In December, a new scientific
study reinforced the point. It said
Columbia River fish would be better
off if hatchery programs dropped their
historic emphasis on production numbers, and instead mimicked the ecologically driven methods used at
Prince William Sound, Weaver Creek
and Sooes River. The report entitled
"Review of Artificial Production in the
Columbia River Basin," was cornmis, sioned by the U.S. Senate, and may
'l!J•M'!~-~ play a key role in future decisions on
hatchery funding.
Hatcheries have been used to
increase salmon production in the West
for more than a century. Authors of the
new study point out that hatcheries dis-
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connect salmon from the environment.
Managers focus on fish husbandry, not
ecology. Typical hatchery programs distribute fish around the watershed to
encourage the development of natural
runs, but these fish are too often less
than fit for survival in the wild. Such
programs, the report says, "are a doing
a disservice to both the resource and
the hatchery system they represent.
These fish will have little contribution
to natural production, and by continually or even intermittently spreading
stocks around the system, they keep
the fish perpetually biologically incompetent for those environments."
The .challenge for hatcheries, the
report says, is to set goals that address
the
salmon's
biological
needs.
"Hatcheries
have to eliminate the
Johnny Appleseed approach, and concentrate on understanding the organism, life history strategy they espouse
and the habitat limitations of the
streams they contribute to."
The reaction to the report underscores the deep divisions that persist
among groups in this region working
for salmon restoration. Groups that rely
on hatcheries for sports, commercial,
subsistence and cultural reasons continue to defend them. So do the federal, state and tribal agencies that operate hatcheries.

For example, Lee Hillwig, U.S.
Fish .and Wildlife Service assistant
fisheries supervisor, said the report
emphasized all the "negative" aspects
of hatcheries, but in some cases
glossed over reforms. He also said
hatcheries have played a role in restoring salmon. For instance, the "B" run
of Snake River wild steelhead probably would have been destroyed by
darns had it not been for hatcheries.
But ochers, including Bill Bakke of the
Native Fish Society, say che "B" run
sceelhead would have been better off
without hatcheries.
Unfortunately, as the studies point
out, damage to the wild runs caused by
hatcheries themselves has been so
severe that in many rivers hatchery fish
are just about all that's left.
The public will have numerous
chances to comment the report. It will
be reviewed along with ocher information at a workshop January 19-21 in
Portland. The workshop will be part of a
process toward drafting a new hatchery
policy for the Columbia. Public meetings will be scheduled in March and
April. The Northwest Power Planning
Council will review the proposals in
spring, and submit the report and recommendations to Congress in May.

3

The fair trade movement began in the United States in
the 1940s with the establishment of alternative trading
organizations (ATOs) like Ten Thousand Villages (formerly
SELFHELP Crafts) and SERRV International. What
began as informal sales of products from groups that they
supported in development programs has grown into an
elaborate, global artisan network. Most larger ATOs are
associated with non-government organizations, like the
Paraclete Society, which began its work helping develop
sustainable cottage industries in Central America.
Recent estimates of this growing network put sales in
the neighborhood of $400 million worldwide.
ATOs typically see trade as a development or cooperative activity in its own right. They accept that they may
have to pay higher prices for goods to ensure that the producers make profits. ATOs provide consumers around the
world with wholesome, fairly priced products from sustainable sources through "just" trading relationships. According
to the International Federation for Alternative Trade, ATOs
put fair trade into practice and campaign for more equitable
terms of trade for producers.
The International Federation for Alternative Trade
says members include producers of handicrafts and food
products from the developing countries, who come together directly with buyers and managers of ATOs as friends
and partners in a spirit of mutual trust.
The goal of these partners is to "cast aside the traditional trading system of middlemen and create an alternative way of doing business that is beneficial and fair." This
means working with producers to provide quality products
to consumers, and paying producers a fair price for their
goods and advances on orders. It also means buying and
marketing producers' goods according to high ethical standards with an emphasis on continuity of orders. It means
never exploiting people or the environment.
Another key aspect of fair trade is cultural exchange
between producers and consumers. That's why socially
responsible business owners make a point of telling their
customers about the people who make the products they
buy, says Clark. It's one of the best ways to show consumers
how their purchasing power makes a difference.
The social responsibility movement isn't without its
critics. Some people say the phrase "socially responsible

business" is in and of itself an oxymoron. Although small to
mid-sized socially responsible businesses appear to make a
difference (and do it in some ways better colleccively than
the relatively few corporations crying this approach), critics
call their efforts misguided. The problem, according to Paul
Hawken, an entrepreneur (Smith & Hawken) and the
author of The Ecology of Commerce, is that all businesses,
even che most caring and socially conscious, ultimately promote increased consumption.
Hawken argues that all extraneous purchases, like nonessential items you typically buy in gift shops, contribute to
the degradation-and exhaustion of the biological world. On
the ocher hand, as Clark explains, such purchases also help
ensure the survival of traditional arts of indigenous cultures
in disadvantaged countries. This fits in with the idea, as
some environmentalists and ecologists have proposed, that
the most socially responsible thing we could do as co-habitators of Planet Earth is to actively engage and conduct civilization in deep ecological terms instead of economic ones.
Still others, like Ben Cohen, co-founder of Ben &
Jerry's, feel that business is the only institution truly capable of solving social and environmental problems. Business
can act as a powerful agent of change based solely on its
economic clout and the fact it's responsible for creating
most of our social inequities and environmental problems.
The fact that a growing cadre of small to mid-sized
businesses is attempting to hasten a paradigm shift in global economics is promising. After all, some of the most effective change - and some would argue the most effective
change - happens at the grassroots level.
Kendall insists consumers can make a difference. Start
by asking questions about the products you wane to buy where they're made and how they're shipped (do suppliers
use recyclable packaging material? Does the store carer)
Shop with a reusable bag. Educate yourself on the issues of
fair trade and sustainability. Buy from stores that do more
than give lip-service to the environment.
You may also want to consider limiting your gift purchases to businesses that belong to ATOs and development
organizations like the Paraclete Society, or those who support artisans who are a part of such networks or live in your
community. If anything, it will force you to stop and think
before you buy.
•
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Unionists
Join Earth
First!ers
STRIKING WORKERS PICKET
CALIFORNIA REDWOOD MILLS
IN PROTEST AGAINST HURWITZ
By Seth Zuckerman
FORTUNA, Calif.
n a move that bridged the chasm
between organized labor and environmental advocates, 150 striking
workers from Kaiser Aluminum plants
in Spokane and Tacoma, Washington
came co California's redwood coast in
early December co picket outside
Pacific Lumber mills.
Both companies were taken over
in the late 1980s by Houston-based
Maxxam Corporation,
controlled by
Texas financier Charles Hurwitz.
Kaiser workers had walked off the job
two months previously over the company's demands chat retired workers
pay for pare of their health benefits and
that the company be free to contract

I

out work to non-union firms. Then
Pacific Lumber lose its logging license
in November for repeated violations of
California's forest practice rules.
The firm was cited for driving
trucks and logging equipment through
fish-bearing screams and clearcutting
down to banks of a creek, among other
offenses, and was due for a court
appearance
in
late
December.
Temporarily prevented from cutting
trees with its own crews, the timber
company laid off nearly 200 loggers some of whom were recruited by
Kaiser to work as strikebreakers at its
Spokane and Tacoma facilities. That
connection brought busloads of strikers several hundred miles south to the
middle of . California's most contentious
conflict over forestland.
Kaiser strikers picketed outside the
mill in the Pacific Lumber company
town of Scotia at lunchtime, and at the
Carlotta mill during a shift change.
Strikers expressed dismay at Maxxam's
treatment of Pacific Lumber workers
after their 1986 takeover, particularly.
Hurwitz' $60 million raid on the company's pension fund.
.
"We both have a common enemy
in Charles Hurwitz," said Mike Zook
of United Steelworkers of America
Local 338 in Spokane. "He would've
done to us what he did to Pacific
Lumber if we hadn't had a union."

The unionists' accounts of the changes
in Kaiser after the 1987 takeover echo
the shift in Pacific Lumber since it
became a Maxxam subsidiarv Union
members praise former CEO Henry J.
Kaiser for being a "stellar corporate citizen"
who
established
Kaiser
Permanente co provide health care for
his employees and negotiated in good
faith. Although the company has been
unionized for 54 years, it wasn't until
1995 that the workers struck. Similarly,
under Maxxam's ownership, Pacific
Lumber's reputation for benevolence
to its employees and careful, selective
logging was eclipsed by controversy
when the company more than doubled
its rate of logging. Where environmental advocates bolster their arguments
against Maxxam by citing effects on
wildlife, water and air, the Kaiser strikers posed the issues in terms of their
impact on working people.
"Hurwitz is raping the woods
to make money, not ro make a
living." Zook said. "If the workers clearcut the trees and ruin the
river, their jobs won't lase because
there won't be anything left for them
to do." Local environmental organizers
welcomed the strikers' entry into the
fray. "They offer an alliance," said veteran organizer Bob Martel of the
Humboldt Watershed Council. "They
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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RacistTerroristsTarget Earth
First!er, Human Rig!lt5
:Activists

bring Earth First! and working people
into the same camera - so you get to
see people together who are normally
perceived as being at odds with each
other." Pacific Lumber was Jess sanguine.
Company
President John
Campbell cold the Eureka TimesStandard that the firm's environmental
by Paul Koberstein
adversaries are to blame for the picket
at the mills. "It's just an extension of
ince the 1996 sale of Portland
the same destructive tactics Earth
General Electric to HoustonFirst! has been pursuing in the forest,"
based Enron, the Northwest has
he said. "Its purpose is to create
had
to consult with Texans before
chaos."
making decisions about salmon, enerWorkers testified
last month
gy conservation or hydroelectricity,
against Pacific Lumber's Habitat
Conservation Plan (a proposal that, if Soon, the Northwest may have to call
Glasgow-based
Scottish
approved, would grant the company a Scotland.
Power is making a play to pick up
permit to destroy endangered species
another Portland, utility, PacifiCorp,
habitat.) "I came down to the hearings
to say thac Charles Hurwitz is not one of the West's biggest.
One question co ask the Scocs is
someone who can be trusted," said
whether they plan to live up to this
Don Kegley of Steelworkers Local
region's commitment to emphasize
338. "Until [Pacific Lumber employees) learn that Earth First! is not energy conservation, which in recent
their enemy, they're always going to years PacifrCorp has failed to do.
Throughout the 1990s utilities
be working for that bastard."
have viewed conservation programs as
Kaiser strikers and forest activists
hit it off last week, with some unex- among the first places co cut costs as
pected synergies. "It would be an hon- they try to compete in the newly
deregulated marketplace. Accordingly,
or as an Earth Firstler to blockade
Maxxam at your plants," Earth First! PacifiCorp began slashing conservaorganizer Alicia Littletree cold the tion programs long before the Scottish
assembled strikers. The striking work- company arrived on the scene.
PacifiCorp's conservation budget for
ers responded with a standing ovation.
"We came down to plane the seeds of 1997 was $160 million, but the compaunionism here," Spokane-based strik- ny actually spent less than $5 million,
to the Environmental
er Bill Griffith told one Earth First! according
Working
Group
in a new study,
organizer afterwards. "Now you've
"Unplugged: How Power Companies
planted the seeds of your movement
Have Abandoned Energy Efficiency
in us."
Programs." (Under Scorcishf'ower,
PacifiCorp may Jack the cash to revive
This article was firstpublished on the
conservation, even if management had
Internet at www.tidepool.org.
the will co do so. ScottishPower says it
will ask PacifiCorp to cut overall cor-

Utilities gµt
conservation
spending
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porate spending by $200 million a year
through 2004.)
If managers at PacifiCorp are concerned about clean air and global
warming, their track record shows otherwise. Instead of making investments
in technologies that reduce air pollution and wasteful energy consumption,
PacifiCorp has been doing the opposite. In 1997, it offered to spend billions to buy the London-based Energy
Group and its fleet of coal mines and
coal power plants in the United States
and Australia.
PacifiCorp is the national leader in
dismissing energy efficiency, as the
chart above shows, but is not alone.
The Environmental Working Group
study says utilities have cut their energy efficient programs in half, sticking
customers with bigger electric bills
and dirty air. "To raise profits in a
deregulated energy market, utilities
are eliminating or drastically cutting
these programs which save consumers
money and reduce air pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions," the report
says. As a result, consumers will pay an
extra $1 billion each year for the next
decade due to cuts in energy efficiency investments.
Similarly, the Northwest Energy
Coalition found in a new study that
only three utilities are meeting the
region's energy conservation goals Emerald People's Utility District and
Eugene Water & Electric Board, both
in Lane County, Ore.; and Seattle City
Light. All ochers failed. PacifiCorp had
the lowest overall conservation investment for all utilities, public or investor
owned. Lewis County Public Utility
District in Washington had the lowest
overall
conservation
investment
among publicly owned utilities.
•
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Only small remnant populations of grizzly
bears still live in the North Cascades.

In Search of ursus horribilis
in Washington's North Cascades
Grizzlies are out there. We just aren't sure where.
By John Rosapepe
riz1.ly bears in Washington's
. orth Cascades are like the
missing dark matter of the
Universe. Scientists know they are out
there, but have no idea where they are.
The small remnant population of 10 to
20 animals spread om over six million
acres has little contact with humans
and remains an enigma to researchers.
Biologists hamstrung by little or no
research funds are left to sift over an
occasional sighting by visitors to the
backcountry in hopes of gathering
information about the "ghost bears."
"A variety of factors make it challenging in trying to find grizzly bears,"
said Bill Gaines, wildlife biologist for
Wenatchee National Forest and a
member
of the North Cascades
Ecosystem Grizzly Bear Management
technical team. "There is the remoteness of the area, the ruggedness of the
Cascades and the dense vegetative cover. And there is the factor of having a
remnant population with a very low
density of animals."
Anne Braaten, bear biologist for
the North Cascades National Park,
points out that another obstacle to collecting information on grizzly bears is
that four million acres of the recovery

G

area lie in roadless areas. "There usuallast year..
ly isn't good access and there is diffiLinda Saunders-Ogg, a U.S. Fish
culty getting into certain areas where and Wildlife Service biologist on the
you would be likely to crap them."
North Cascade's technical team, sees
Another impediment co finding bears money as being a big issue for the
has been funding. "Good studies to Cascades effort. "There hasn't been
determine grizzly
money for a numbear population
ber
of
years,"
size and dynamics
Sanders-Ogg said.
cost
money,
"It has been shiftwhich we haven't
ed into other areas
had co date."
that have a higher
Grizzlies
in
priority."
the
North
The
Cascades
were
Washington
listed as threatDepartment
of
ened under the
Wildlife
received
Endangered
funding from the
... the state agency
Species Act in
U.S.
Fish
and
concluded that a small,
1975. In 1982, the
Wildlife
Service
resident, widely-distribGrizzly
Bear
(the
agency
in
uted and reproducing
Recovery
Plan
charge of recoveridentified
the
ing
the
North
population of 10 to 20
orth Cascades
Cascades
populagrizzly bears exists in
ecosystem as one
tion
under
the
the North Cascades.
of six possible
Endangered
recovery
areas
Species
Act) to
south of Canada. However, since then conduct a North Cascades grizzly bear
recovery efforts for the orth Cascades ecosystem evaluation from 1986 to
grizzlies have Jagged behind those for 1991. Looking at the distribution of
the other populations in the lower 48. A confirmed grizzly bear sightings by
recovery chapter
for the North biologists, the state agency concluded
Cascades wasn't even approved until that a small, resident, widely-distrib-

uted and reproducing population of 10
to 20 grizzly bears exists in the North
Cascades. They also estimated that
there is enough habitat and food
sources to support a viable population
of between 200 co 400 bears. The state
biologists attempted to capture and
radio-collar bears over a four year period, but were unsuccessful in capturing
a single one. "Unfortunately, it was a
low-intensity effort, and their chances
of capturing a bear was like finding a
needle in a haystack," said Gaines.
Since the conclusion of the ecosystem evaluation in 1991, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service has all but ceased
providing money for research, education and recovery implementation
actions.
The questions of who should fund
the $100,000 needed for research, and
the $500,000 for the Environmental
Impact Statement needed to evaluate
the range of alcernacives to recover the
population, has not been resolved. Two
regional offices of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service are involved in grizzly
bear recovery, but neither has funded
the projects. The North Cascades grizzly bears are located in Region 1, which
covers the Pacific states. However,
Region 6, which oversees the Rocky
Mountain state , has been designated

Specialll&J------------------the lead for the recovery of all grizzly
bear populations. Funding for grizzly
bear recovery efforts in Region 1 hasn't
had high priority compared to other
species listed as endangered or that
have had court-appointed timelines for
recovery actions, said Jim Michaels, the
endangered species coordinator for the
western
Washington
office.
Furthermore, he said, that Michael
Spear, the former director of Region 1,
believed that the lead office for a
species should be responsible for providing funding.
Patty
Worthing,
endangered
species biologist for Region 6, said
Region 1 was expected to fund the
North Cascades recovery effort since
the animals were located there. "This
is definitely an issue that needs to be
resolved."
"The Jack of funding is the result
of Michael Spear not wanting to deal
with the political problems that a
recovery effort could bring," said Mitch
Friedman, the executive director of the
Northwest ecosystem alliance. "If the
agency had the guts to follow the
Endangered Species Act they would
find the funds."
Meanwhile, while funding lags for
the big ticket items, the North
Cascades Ecosystem Grizzly Bear
Management subcommittee and its
participating agencies continue to plug
away, albeit in a limited scope. The
Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife funded a survey two years ago
which found that over 65 percent of the
respondents from the recovery area
supported grizzly bear recovery.
"I was surprised by the support of
the local community, especially the rural ease side," said Gaines. "People who
opposed recovery expressed concerns
over safety issues, the possibility of
having hiking and camping curtailed,
and how livestock could be affected.
These are legitimate concerns. We
need to put them in perspective, what
the real risks are, and how we can minimize them." The U.S. Forest Service
is currently doing an assessment to
determine the core area which is relatively free of human activities in the
recovery zone.
"This is in response to the subcommittee's interim policy of no net
Joss of core area in the recovery zone,"
Gaines said. "Whatever you have now,
you would retain over time once you
develop a management strategy." State
and federal agencies are also working in
the recovery area on sanitation issues
and how they affect human and bear
interactions and providing information
and education to the public on grizzly
bears and the recovery process.
·
"Ultimately, the U.S. Fish and
a; Wildlife Service needs to find funding
.o to start an environmental assessment or
E
(lJ
environmental impact statement on
u
(lJ
what we are going to do with the popu0
!.!..
lation we have here," Gaines said.
(lJ
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"Otherwise, unless we do something to
E help the population, it will go extinct
~ on its own."
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John Rosapepe writes from the Olympic
Peninsula.

Trying To Find Ghost Bears

By Anne Braaten
Bear Management Biologist,
National Park Service
rying to identify grizzlies in the
back country of the North
Cascades isn't easy. I take each
report seriously; we need more information about our resident grizzly bears. If
someone thinks they have seen a grizzly
in the back country, we try to have park
rangers contact me while they are still here.
That's so they can talk to me directly
about what they saw and while it is still fresh
in their memory. It's important when interviewing a person not to ask leading questions. I
have them tell me what the bear looked like
and to describe each part of it. And then I have
them tell me why they thought it was a grizzly
bear as opposed to a black bear. It's a combination of characteristics I look for from a description. It wouldn't be just one feature that would
sell me - it would be an overall description.
Many of the descriptions people give are that the
bear was large and brown. Unfortunately color and size
are not identifying features. Boch black and grizzly bears
can range from white to brown to black. Grizzlies sometimes can be very dark and have mostly black fur. You can
have large black bears in good habitat and immature or
small female grizzlies can be smaller than a large black bear.
Shoulder humps are an identifying feature of a grizzly,
but on a black bear you can get the appearance of a shoulder hump. A lot of hair on the neck or just the posture in
the way a black bear was standing can lead a person into
believing a shoulder hump is there. Facial characteristics
can be useful in helping to identify bears, but are even
trickier than shoulder humps, since there can be so many
variations.
Grizzlies have a big round heavy head with somewhat
shorter ears and a more "dished" facial profile. While a typical black bear would have more of a football shape head
and relatively longer ears. Unfortunately, the classic bear is
rare and you have tO weigh the facial descriptions carefully.
The real good identifier between black and grizzly bears is
on the front feet. The tracks they leave are quite distinctive. The alignment of the toe-pads are different and the
claws differ in shape and length. Grizzly bears have long
claws co dig with which are quite visible. Black bears have
shorter curved claws for climbing that are very hard to see.
The kicker is that the best identifier between the species
can be the hardest to see and you don't necessarily want to
be close enough to the animal to see the claws.
If they come up with enough features and or behavior
that makes it sound promising, I have to assess whether the
sighting is worth investigating. I weigh how long it has
been since they saw the bear, my schedule, and the likelihood that one could find sign of the bear. Chances you'll
see an animal in the same spot are real low. You take into
consideration whether it was a place where you could find
tracks or hair that could identify the animal as a grizzly.
The best case scenario is co catch a helicopter out to
the site the same day a report is received. That's if there is
any money in the budget or if I can piggy-back a ride from
an ongoing project that's using a helicopter. Otherwise,
you 're looking at a possible three tO four day hike into the
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area. I don't have the time and funds to go on the chase if
the description is too vague or the report too old. The bottom line is you have to think long and hard before you
investigate a sighting and whether you'll find any sign of
the animal.
Otherwise you'll be chasing a ghost bear.

•

Anne Braaten is the bear management biologist and GIS specialist for the 684,000 acre North Cascades National Park and Lake
Chelan and Ross Lake National Recreation Areas. She relies 011
backpacker sightings to gather bear information due to a limited
field bttdget and is responsible for investigating possible grizzly
bear sightings.
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Polluters Dread laugh Federal Cleanup Law
By Paul Koberstein and Elizabeth Grossman
he city of Pore Angeles,
Washington. sics.among
the rain clouds, in the
shadow of the Olympic
Mountains, under one great
contradiction. Over the years,
'while offering tourists a pristine, sylvan gateway to the
National Park, Port Angeles
itself was being chronically
poisoned by the malodorous
effluent of industrial smokestacks on its harborfront. ln
the 1990s, the Rayonier Inc.
pulp mill dumped more hazardous waste into the environment chan any other facility in
the state
of Wash ington,
including even the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation. Poison
liquid waste, running off the
millsite loaded with
dioxin
and
heavy

metals, washed into the Strait
of Juan de Fuca. which in 1996
was ranked as the state's second most polluted body of
water by the environmental
group People for Puget Sound.
Bue the air - the air was what
made people cough and call
their doctors. They said it
often carried the unmistakable
reek of sulfur dioxide. They
also suspected the air carried
dioxin, a highly toxic waste
from pulp bleaching.
A clean air hotline logged
3,000 complaints in five years.
Within days after the Rayonier
plane's permanent closure in
April 1997, the calls dissipated.
Soon
thereafter,
doctors
reported that asthma and lung
problems among residents had
dropped off.

Rayonier hoped it could
dump the demolished mill and
associated debris in one of che
residential-area based landfills
and go on its way. Day and
night, often on weekends,
Rayonier trucked toxic waste
co the landfill, located within a
neighborhood
of modest
homes.
After Clallam County
halted the dumping when a
permit expired in May
1997, Rayonier initiated a
challenge in court. That's
when
,
Darlene
Schanfald, an environmental activist in Port
Angeles, put the word
"Superfund" on the
front pages of the
local Peninsula Daily
News.

Schanfald says Rayonier
should never be allowed co
depart without a far more vigorous cleaning up chan
the company had
prepared to undertake. So she and her
organization,
the
Olympic
Environmental Council, rallied 14 other environmental groups, four
homeowner associations and 29
local individuals and
families in
petitioning
the
U.S.

Environmental
Protection
Agency
co
declare
Port
Angeles a Superfund sire. The
petition asked for a cleanup of
the 80 acres of shore and harbor space occupied by the mill,
three landfills and four streams
used over the years by
Rayonier, and numerous residential and business properties scattered around town.
They also want the harbor bottom cleared of wood waste that
has made the estuary useless
for salmon, which are all but
extinct in Olympic National
Park streams that drain into it,
according to the Washington
Department
of
Natural
Resources.
It cums out that a potential
Superfund
designation can
shock the corporate mind like
CONTINUED
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A building and the smokestack at the
Rayonier mill in Port Angeles are
demolished. as seen in this photo. one
of a series of three published the
day after on the front page of the
Peninsula Daily News.

PHOTO COURTESY PENINSULA DAILY
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ntil it closed in 1997, the Rayonier Inc. pulp and paper
mill in Port Angeles left a bad taste in Jim Wipfli's
mouth. "We always tried to get indoors when the odor
came our way;' says Wipfli, 62, a retired history teacher.
Wipfli would make a mental note on the course
Rayonier's plume would take through his neighborhood. He
thinks his life has been severely disrupted, but allows others
have had it worse. "One plume to the west of us I used to call
the killing zone:' he says. "We've had a lot of:death in our
neighborhood the last five years. The woman across the street
lost her husband and son to cancer. My friend across the
street died of leukemia. The neighbor north of him died of
cancer. I don't think it's very healthy to live near a paper mill:'
Now Wipfli has a better idea about the contents about
the nature of the odor In November, Environmental
Protection Agency scientists discovered elevated levels of
dioxin, a dangerous by-product of the chlorine-based paper
manufacturing industry, in his garden. The EPA also found
heavy metals. "The EPA told us we might have to do blood
testing," Wipfli says.
There is no conclusive evidence linking the plume to
any of these health problems. However, the Peninsula Daily
News reported in 1996 that the Northern Olympic
Peninsula's rate of bladder cancer was well above the state's
average, according to the state Department of Health. The
county saw 28.4 cases per 100,000 people, compared with
the statewide rate of 19 cases. A Port Angeles urologist, Dr.
Carleen Bensen, told the paper she suspected a link
between the disease, and smoking and chemicals in the
pulp and paper industry.
These days, the air is quite dean in Wipfli's neighborhood, perched on a bluff over Port Angeles. As we walks his
dog around the block, he can see Vancouver Island and the
city of Victoria in Canada across the Strait of Juan de Fuca.
Such sights were never routine, and somewhat rare, when
mill was in operation.
In another pare of Pore Angeles, Terry Owens owns a construction business with her husband. One of the neighbors is a
landfill used by Rayonier for dumping its waste. The EPA
assessment found a brew of hazardous chemicals in the dump,
and it found some of them-including dioxin-in her yard,
too. "They said the level of dioxin in our yard is ok" she says.
'Tm thinking, really? It's ok to breathe that?''
Her family can't get a bank loan for home improvements because of banker concerns about the pollution and
liability issues. Rayonier has offered them money for their
house, but she says its only half of what it would cost to
move to a similar home and property.
"Rayonier is one of the dirtiest companies around;' she
says. "They leave their garbage and they're gone. They hal.
no concern for us, with all the dioxins:' Wipfli shares tha
opinion. "They will do as much as possible until the pub ~
limits them;' he says. "Their job is to make a profit:'
•
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little else. Superfund can mean
costly litigation,
the toughest
cleanup standards
and huge
natural resource damage settlements. Though the company
promises
a
"thorough"
cleanup, it vigorously opposes
the Superfund designation.
In their
petition,
the
groups alleged the city and the
Strait had been contaminated
with all organochlorines commonly found in wastewater
released from the chlorinebleached processing of pulp,
including dioxin, one of the
most strictly controlled pollutants under the Clean Water
Act. They also claimed the
company had emitted PCBs
and such dangerous metals as
lead,
mercury,
cadmium,
arsenic and lead. The EPA
agreed to investigate.
In a jam-packed room at
the
Port
Angeles
Public
Library in November 1998, the
EPA reported
its findings.
Samples collected from five
potential contamination
areas
at the mill site contained "significant
concentrations"
of
dioxin/furans, metals, volatile
organic
compounds,
semivolatile
organic compounds,
pesticides and PCBs as much
as 10 feet below ground. The
results indicated a portion of
the contamination was saturated with groundwater.
Samples were also collected from sediments in the Strait,
particularly within Port Angeles
Harbor. Dioxin/furans, arsenic,
lead and PCBs were found arsenic and lead at some distance in several directions.
The EPA found elevated
(at least three times background
levels, and often much higher)
concentrations of metals, semivolatile
organic
compounds,
pesticides and dioxin/furans in
soil samples from residential
and commercial properties. The
suspected
source
of
the
dioxin/furans
was said to be
Rayonier's air emissions.
The amount of pollution
- and the potential threat co
human health and the environment - are severe enough to
quality for placement on the
EPA's National Priority List of
the worst environmental disasters in the U.S. The EPA will
announce in January whether
to actually propose such a listing. If it does, a 60-day comment period would begin, followed by a long-term investigation and cleanup.
Rayonier
cook over the
meeting as its experts cold the
crowd that the data do not indicate any violations of environmental standards meant to protect public health and. safety.
"There's nothing unusual out
there,"
said Dana Dolloff,
Rayonier's
spokesman.
"It's
the kind of industrial pollution
that goes on every day. We're
responsible
for cleanup and

we'll do it appropriately and as
quickly as we can."
Much later, after reviewing
the
documents,
Olympic
Environmental Council's technical expert, Joel Hirschhorn,
contended that the EPA's sampling methods seriously underreported the amount of poisons
spread
by Rayonier around
town. For example, he said
samples of dioxin fallout in residential
areas were diluted
with 3 inches of clean soil.
Hirschhorn is calling for new
samples diluted with no more
than one inch of soil.
"There is no doubt there is
contamination
in residential
areas," he said. "Despite these
technical issues, there is ample
evidence
the Port Angeles
community has been severely
impacted by air pollution. The
dioxin data is very compelling."
Schanfald says the groups
she represents wane an EPAled Superfund cleanup. But
local government,
port and
business leaders, as well as
state legislators
oppose the
Superfund designation. Similar
divisions
are
evident
in

" ... there is
ample evidence
the Port Angeles
community has
been severely
impacted by air
pollution. The
dioxin data is
very compe l1i ng"
- Joel Hirschhorn
Portland, where an EPA assessment of the Willamette River
Harbor has found significantly
contaminated
sediments. The
city and Port of Portland, the
governor of Oregon and numerous business leaders are fighting a potential Superfund listing for the Portland Harbor.
They want to avoid the stigma
attached to the nation's worst
environmental
disasters, and
they predict an economic quagmire brought about by questions of liability. They propose,
as an alternative, a cooperative
partnership among government
and industrial interests.
A Superfund designation's
most immediate effect might
be to cause a delay in controversial plans co deepen 115
miles of the shipping channel
between Astoria at the mouth
of the Columbia
and downtown
Portland
on
the
Willamette. Dredging may disturb contaminated
sediments
in the river, critics of the plan
say, making the problem worse.
Hirschhorn,
who helped

write
amendments
to the
Superfund law in 1986 while
on
the
staff
of
the
Congressional
Office
of
Technology Assessment, and
who has been assisting community groups with Sruperfund
issues for eight years, said he
would
be
skeptical
of
Portland's
plan to avert
a
Superfund listing. "It is amazing to me how anyone would
trust that. Your most stringent
cleanup
requirements
are
under the federal statute. No
cleanup under state law or performed
voluntarily
is even
going to equal that."

Superfund and
Salman

I

n Pore Angeles, the contamination
realistically
could
take any number of pathways into human bodies. Each
of the three landfills is within
shouting
distance of homes,
and one is perched above a
landslide-prone
bluff, several
homes, a street and a salmonbearing creek.
In Portland, the threat is
perceived
as more abstract,
concealed in the muck at the
bottom of the Willamette
River. But is it entirely isolated
from
human
consumption?
Perhaps not. As biologists with
the National Marine Fisheries
Service in Seattle have found
in studies released this past
August, salmon are contaminated with toxins they absorb
in urban estuaries in Puget
Sound, even if they spend only
short periods of time in the
vicinity of poison.
The poison appears to
weaken salmon's growth rate
and capacity co resist disease,
says Dr. Tracy Collier, ecotoxicity program
manager
for
NMFS, Such contamination
reaches salmon first by being
consumed by benthic organisms at the bottom of the food
chain, who are then eaten by
salmon and other species at the
top of the food chain. The risk
to fish is not well understood,
however, and the effects on
humans are also unknown.
Since 1990, NMFS has
been researching
how salmon
are affected by sediments in
the
Lower
Duwamish
Waterway, a key part of the
Port of Seattle's industrial harbor and one of the most polluted areas in all of Puget Sound.
"When we began the studies,
we expected to rule out toxic
contamination as a problem for
these fish," Collier said. "We
were surprised by the results."
Last summer,
NMFS
petitioned the EPA to conduct an
assessment of the Duwamish
to determine whether the lower 6 · miles should be cleaned
CONTINUED
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What is SuperfondP
uperfund is the betterkno~o term for a 1980 law
officially
called
the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and
Liability
Act
(CERCLl\).
Congress passed this law in
response co the public's concem
about toxic disasters at Love
Canal in New York and at a site
in Kentucky. The Superfund
program established stsicter
standards for handling hazardous substances.

S

WhQ cleans up Superfund
sites?
Resjionsible parties perforru
more than 75 percent of the
long term cleanups, saving taxpayers more than $12 billion.
Under the Superfund law, EPA
negotiates with the responsible
parties to get them to pay; If an
agreement cannot be reached,
EPA files suit against one or
more of the bigger polluters,
They, in cum, sue other polluters. If there are no responsible parties to be found, EPA
may: use money from the
Superfund Trust Fund to clean
sites.

Who supervises Superfund
cleanups?
The EPA is in charge of enforcing cleanup standards, and
making sure that responsible
parties pay the cleanup costs.
The
Agency
for
Toxic
Substances
. and.
Disease
Registry was created by the
CERCLA law in. 1980. Lt is
required co take action when
hazardous
substances
are
released into community environments and threaten public
health.

How many Superfund sites

ate there?
There could be as many as
439,000 hazardous waste sires in
the United States. Of these,
about 40,000 are not controlled.
Only 1,300 from th is group
qualify as Superfund sites.
They are also known as
"National Priority Lise" sites.

Are any of these sites dangen,
ous to people?
70 million Americans, including
10 million children, live within
four miles of a toxic waste site.
About 46 percent of NPL sites
assessed from 1992 through
1996 present a hazard to people,

according to ATSDR. For these
sites, authorities have found
evidence of "completed human
pathways,"
meaning
that
humans can and do come in
contact with toxic substances
from chose sites. About 80 percent of sites examined by ATSDR are of concern for public
health, meaning there is evidence of human pathways.

Superfund

OandA

ATSDR studies show a
variety of health effects that are
associated
with · some
Superfund sites, including birch
defects,
cardiac
disorders,
changes in pulmonary function,
impacts on the immune system.
(the body's natural defense sys.
tern from disease and sickness),
infertility; and increases in
chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
How many Superfund sites

have been cleaned up?
Superfund's reputation, of a
morass where the only thing
that gets done is the filing of
legal briefs, is an exaggeration.
Cleanup construction has been
completed at 509 sites on the
National Priorities List. as of
February 27, 1998 - nearly 40
of the sites. Another 492
Superfund sites (36 percent)
ha:ve cleanup
construction
underway. Of the 1,300 sites,
more than 880 have had their
cleanup plans approved. The
EPA expects to see cleanup
completed in 1999 at an additional 136 sites, and move
toward a goal of having 900 sites
completed by the end of 2001. ·

How much will it cost to
cleanup the Superfund sites?
Eor sites on the Superfund list,
the
cumulative
estimates
through year 20ZO range from
$l06 billion {assuming 2, 100
nonfederal sites) co $302 billion
(assuming 6,000 nonfeoeral
sites). Less string-em clean-ups
would lower these. projeeced
costs; greater stringency would
increase them: The "best
guess" of cumulative remediation costs for federal facilities is
~ZlfO billion for. Department of
Energy. sites such as Hanford
and $30 billion for Department

of Defense sites.
The cumulative clean-up
costs for all sites in the U.S.
from the year 1990 through
2020, using current remediation
practices, will be approximately
$750 billion, with a plausible
lower 'bound at something less
than $500 billion and an up.per
bound at approximately $1 trillion. These figures include both
federal and nonfederal sites
state and private sector waste
remediation programs, underground storage tanks, and operating hazardous waste sites
requiting corrective action.

What is the fob.ire of
Superfund?
Unclear. The program is not
popular with Republicans in
Congress, who perceive it as too
regulatory, coo heavy on litigation, and too light on cleanup.
The Superfund Trust Fund tax
has been funded by a tax on oil
and chemicals, but that tax
expired in 1996 and has. not
been renewed b:y Congress.
The money runs out at the end
of 19991 according to the
Congressional Budget Office. ·
Next year, Congress wiU debate
HR 3000, a Superfund reaurhorization bill. The administration ,
opposes the bill because it
would weaken Superfunci'.

How can the public participate in Superfund cleanups?
The fisting process starts when
EPA receives a report of a ,
potentially hazardous waste
site. A state government or private citizen most often reports a
nonfederal sire.
Arter the site is placed on
the Superfund list, citizen
organizations can receive techn ical assistance grants from the
EPA The money enables them
co hire their own technical
experts, which can Irelp them
understand and if necessary
challenge
information from
industry
and
government
exports. Citizens are given
opportunities to comment on
cleanup standards for sediment; soils, surface water and
groundwater. Finatly, citizen
groups can file lawsuits to make
sure sites are adequately cleaned up.
·
•

Arca settles in
Montana far
S2&0 million
I

n November, Atlantic Richfield tentatively agreed to pay
$45 million in a natural resource damages settlement
with the federal government and the Confederated
Salish and Kootenai tribes for severe pollution to the
Upper Clark Fork River in western Montana. This follows
the $215 million agreement reached in June by Montana
and ARCO. The pollution stemmed from historic mining
and smelting operations along the 110 mile stretch of the
Clark Fork drainage between Butte and Missoula.
The settlement is second biggest natural resources
damage case in U.S. history. Only the Exxon Valdez settlement was larger.
ARCO inherited the liability for cleaning up the river
when it bought the Anaconda Co. in 1977. The Anaconda
smelter closed in 1980, and the Butte mines shut down in
1983. ARCO has spent millions of dollars since then for
cleanup.
Montana Gov. Marc Racicot has appointed a task force
of fifteen representatives from within the state to determine the best way to involve the public in the clean up,
and recommend how the settlement should be spent. The
task force will evaluate proposed projects and determine
their qualification for funds from the Natural Resource
Damage Claims fund. But first. the settlement must by ratified by a federal court in Great Falls.
The Superfund site has been divided into ten separate
areas. Of these, claims for seven have been settled. No settlements have been reached for the remaining three sites.
These include Butte groundwater, Anaconda uplands and
the Clark Fork River. The current settlement does not
include funds for restoration of the Milltown dam site.
The Milltown Dam is 90 years old, and retains 6.S million
cubic yards of mine waste containing acutely toxic concentrations of metal and arsenic which have, in the past, poisoned
drinking water. The accumulated hazardous wastes can spill
during times of high river flow. Sediment removal has been
discussed, but might have undesirable shore term downstream impacts. Montana has not yet decided how co deal
with this site. "The state's preferred option, for dealing with
the site now" said Geoff Smith, staff scientist with the Clark
Fork Pend Oreille Coalition, "is to do its best to keep folks out
of the way:' This is not, Smith added, "what the Coalition, a
non-profit conservation group, thinks is the best long term
solution for the site,"
Smith said the amount initially sought in the settlement was $750 million, and chat while the Coalition doesn't know if the amount awarded will be adequate to
restore the injured resources in the Clark Fork, it "is
encouraging co have some money on the ground with
which to begin the work of restoration:'
There is ongoing debate about the stability of an
arsenic plume created by the toxics in the dam's reservoir.
The Clark Fork Pend Oreille Coalition is monitoring the
plume.
An additional area of concern is Silver Bow Creek,
a 25 mile tributary of the Clark Fork that runs from Butte
co Warm Springs. There are tailings deposits 3-to-5 feet
deep, and toxic concentrations of metals. An
Environmental Impact Statement was due in December. •
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Does the Willamette merit "Superfund" rating?
By Elizabeth Grossman

A gravel company's operations onRoss Island in the Willamette River
disturbed a Port of Portland toxic dump site.

A blue heron takes wing near downtown Portland.
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With the services of this jet boat Don Francis of Willamette
Riverkeepers and Stuart Sander of Headwaters to Ocean (H20)
educate the public and watch for pollution.

''The busy harbor, once a
festering sinkhole for
all the Willamette's ills,
now ranks among the cleanest
in the nation," declared
National Geographic alongside
a picture of Portland during
Rose Festival, in its June 1972
cover story about the restoration of the Willamette. "From
shame co showcase," ran the
caption in the opening spread.
Now, 25 years after Oregon's
nationally recognized cleanup,
the five-and-a-half
mile
stretch of the Willamette that
runs through Portland harbor from Swan Island to Sauvie
Island - is threatened with
listing on the National
Priorities List as a Superfund
site. "This is a river we killed
and brought back to life, and
now we find it has problems
again," said Claudia Powers,
attorney with the Portland
firm AterWynne, describing
the predicament in which
Portland Harbor now finds
itself. Or as Don Francis, codirector of Willamette
Riverkeeper put it, "The
Willamette is Oregon's dirty
little secret."
What happened? What is
at the bottom of the river
where the Environmental
Protection Agency cook over
200 samples in the spring and
summer of 1997, and caused
them to issue a report that
included a hazards rating high
enough to qualify for a potential Superfund listing? The
study funded by EPA Region
10 based in Seattle, completed
in May 1998, found PCBs,
pesticides, herbicides, metals
including lead and copper,
dioxins, arsenic, chromium
and petroleum related hydrocarbons. The big question is
what should be done to solve
what is clearly a potentially
serious problem for the
Willamette, the city and Port
of Portland, and the state of
Oregon?
I wanted to see what a
potential Superfund site looks
like, so I asked Don Francis if
he would take me on a tour of
the Portland Harbor. Early on
a wet, blustery November
morning we set out from the
moorings amongst the houseboat docks near the east side
of the Sell~ood Bridge. Wind
buffets the small rudderless
boat. Rain pummels the cabin

roof. The river and sky are the
same slate gray. Headlights
from morning traffic glow in
the dusky light. Don, full of
enthusiasm, points out a bald
eagle sitting in bare branches
near the bridge. ''I love the
working river," says Don as we
head toward the downtown

bridges and river commerce.
Gulls, mallards, and geese
flap. Cormorants cruise low
over the river, and perch distinctive riparian look-outs
- one to a piling. A great blue
heron lofts out of the wetlands
near Oaks Bottom. Downriver
a short stretch near Ross
Island, not far from an osprey
nest, a moss covered culvert
spews a torrent of frothy
water. Birds dive for choice
spoils in an overflow of
storrnwater that the City is
poised to spend hundreds of
millions to control. Huge piles
of black gravel are being
scooped by cranes at the Ross
Island Sand & Gravel. The
company has recently admitted co having released contaminated sediments as a result of
their operations. The
Willamette, as it runs through
Portland on its way to the
Columbia, is very much a
working river. The view of
Portland Harbor from the
water shows dramatically chat
this stretch of the river is
indeed the "industrial sanctuary" it is zoned to be.
On the west bank of the
river, across from Ross Jsland,
a huge barge is being
launched. Helicopters, cugs
and Coast Guard boats hover.
The Port of Portland is the
largest wheat export port in
the U.S. - the second largest
grain export center in the
world. Portland is also the only
United States pore on a major

river system successfully handling containers on barge, and
the fifth highest-volume automobile handling port for
imports and exports in the
U.S. Petroleum, petroleum
products and bulk minerals
make their way in and out of
the Port. Ships and rail cars
are built here. Agricultural
chemicals are manufactured
here. Batteries are processed,
wood is created, ships are
repaired and fuel is stored, co
list but a few of the industrial
activities in the Port.
Huge oil cankers, grain
elevators and cranes that look
like Eiffel cowers put to work,
loom like skyscrapers over the
river. On the water brightly
colored plastic tubes - yellow,
sky blue, orange, kcllygreen looking like the buoys that
cordon off swimming areas,
float below culverts and at the
base of docked ships. These,
explains Don Francis are containment booms to control the
spread of pollutants. We pass
some strange yellow pipes
with orange arms stuck into
the ground on the east bank of
the river. These are wells
monitoring the toxic chemicals
and heavy metals left by the
Baxter & McCormick wood
creosoting plant, now Oregon's
worst Superfund site. Further
downriver near Terminal 4 is
the huge Schnitzer metal
crushing site, its machinery
eerily lit in the morning
gloom. \Ve pass a supertanker
called Sir North Slope, another undergoing repair in drydock. The Port of Portland's
94-acre shipyard - the largest
ship repair facility on the West
Coast - is now on the verge
of being sold for $38.8 million.
The Port of Portland is big
business; the most economically important part of
Portland, representing tens of
thousands of jobs. le has been
described as the "heart and
industrial soul" of the city.
This is river as industrial park.
At the mouth of the river,
where the Willamette joins
the Columbia, several cankers
are parked, awaiting entry to
the port. Tugs shuttle back
and forth. Across from the
industrial construction of
Terminal 4, the trees on the
banks of the Columbia
Slough, Hayden and Sauvie
Island look very bucolic. On

the west bank of the
Willamette sit the Gunderson
barge building facilities, an
Army Corps of Engineers boat
dock and repair site, and the
huge Elf Atochern plant with
its dunes of white and ruse red
salt used in the manufacture
of chlorine. The salt blows in
the wet wind. We pass dozens
of silver oil tanks, and pull in
close to shore to examine the
outflow near a particularly colorful necklace of containment
booms.
Part of the difficulty being
grappled with is that the contaminants now under scrutiny
in the Portland Harbor are
buried in river sediment.
These pollutants include toxic
chemicals and heavy metals
that have been accumulating
in river mud for at least the
past 40 or 50 years.
Regulations governing water
quality - the regulations by
which the restoration of the
Willamette was deemed a success - do not track the toxics
that end up in sediment,
explained Jackie Sabitz, executive director of the Coast
Alliance, an advocacy group
based in Washington, D.C.,
that focuses on poison runoff,
development, and contaminated sediments in coastal areas.
"We haven't paid attention to where toxics are going,

"she added. "Toxics tend to
grab onto sediment, "she
said. "Sediment is where a river's ecosystem begins."
Sediment is the beginning of
the river's food chain; fish
feed on micro-organisms that
live in sediment. People eat
fish. In order to assess the
overall impacts of toxics in
sediment, their effects on
marine life and human health
will have co be studied - all of
which can be very complex,
says John Meyer of the EPA's
Superfund Site Assessment
Program in Seattle.
As of now, there exist no
standards for contaminated
sediments in the Willamette.
In fact there are no established national standards for
freshwater sediments, though
there is work going on elsewhere in the country to develop such. The standards developed for the Willamette will
also have to contend with the
National Marine Fisheries
Services February 1999 decision on extending Endangered

Species Act protection to the
river's chinook and steelhead.
"Ecological and human
health impairment due to contaminated sediment imposes
costs on society," reads the
introduction to the EPA's 1997
report on contaminated sediment. "Fish diseases causing

"Superfund
would be
superfluous,
being designed
to be a great
big club best
used as a
threat."
- David Lohman,
Port of Portland
tumors and fin rot and loss of
species and communities that
cannot tolerate sediment contamination can severely damage aquatic ecosystems.
Contaminants in sediment can
also poison the food chain.
Fish and shellfish can become
unsafe for human or wildlife
consumption. Potential costs
to society include lost recreational enjoyment and revenues or, worse, possible longterm adverse health effects
such as cancer or children's
neurological and IQ impairment if fish consumption
warnings are not issued and
heeded. The health and ecological risks posed by contaminated sediment dredged from
harbors can lead to increased
cost of disposal and lost opportunities for beneficial uses,
such as habitat restoration."
John Meyer further
explained that assessment of
the EPA's findings hasn't really begun yet. What EPA has
done, is to give the coalition
known as the Portland Harbor
Group, made up of the City of
Portland's Bureau of
Environmental Services, the
Port of Portland, and eight of
the 17 Port of Portland businesses, until May of 1999 t0
come up with a plan meeting
EPA approval, to manage the
study and clean up of the
Harbor - a plan whose implementation would be led by the
state's Department of
Environmental Quality. If the
plan is approved by the EPA, a
Superfund listing will not be
issued.
Work in sediment contamination is a very specialized
field, says John Meyer. As
there are no existing Federal
standards for freshwater sediments, if Oregon is to proceed
with the study leading to
clean-up recommendations,
DEQ will have to make site
specific determinations, and

come up with what are being
called risk based standards standards specific tO this
stretch of the Willamette.
What is particularly significant
about this study of the
Portland Harbor is that it's one
of the first times a big picture
of chis stretch of river has
been taken. "This is an
attempt to put an umbrella
over this entire industrial
stretch of river in terms of
contributions to contamination," said Meyer. But Don
Francis points out that this 5.5
mile reach is but a small section of the entire river.
'Why is Oregon so eager to
take the lead in this complex
study and difficult clean-up
process? City and state officials responded similarly, saying as did Dean Marriott of
the City of Portland's Bureau
of Environmental Affairs that
a Superfund listing "would
send people scurrying for their
lawyers," and "not much clean
up would get done."
Superfund requires owners of
property currently polluted to
pay for clean-up to Federal
standards, regardless of
whether they or the previous
owners are responsible for the
actual contamination of the
site. Oregon law also requires
property owners co be responsible for clean up and remediation of any contamination,
regardless of who caused the
pollution.
"Superfund would be
superfluous, being designed to
be a great big dub best used
as a threat." said David
Lohman of the Port of
Portland. "Superfund," he
said, tends to result in parties
spending "an enormous
amount of time litigating

Lower-Willamette
Water Pollution
On the Willamette, there are many sources and potential sources of pollution. Pollution coming from a pipe
is called point-source pollution. Point source discharge
pipes are almost always submerged and out of sight.
Polluted water running off land is called non-pointsource pollution. A third category of pollution is storm
water, which is collected and discharged via pipe.
.Polluted storm water usually, but not always. origi~
nates from hard, impermeable surfaces. Parking lots, Al
streets, business and industrial properties and con-.,,
. srru rion sites are common storm wat:;er sources. '
·· · ennal yar · · · .;
If cp'"r.i~ are sotrle
'
'nt.nnllu.
.rr»m.. don,. '
<

~
>
co
amongst themselves rather
than actually cleaning up."
Asked how the voluntary
effort of the Harbor Group
was proceeding, Lohman
responded that "it's promising
but what happens further
down the road when we know
what the costs will actually
be" remains to be seen. Is it
the label of Superfund that
the City and State want tO
avoid, I wondered, thinking of
Love Canal, the New York
State toxic waste site that initiated the national program?
Bob Applegate, communicaCONTINUED
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almon, as everyone
knows, are threatened by all kinds of
hazards. Dams, logging,
ranching, sea lions and now
Caspian terns are said to
blame
for
declines
throughout their range.
You can add toxic contamination in sediments co
that list. A number of studies in Puget Sound, one of
the nation's most polluted
marine environments, suggest chat salmon are highly
vulnerable to the contaminants discharged into the estuary by
industrial sources.
Last August, the National Marine Fisheries Service published research that examined the impact of pollutants in
Tacoma's Commencement Bay, a federal Superfund site. The
studies found:

S

• An elevated risk that juvenile salmon can die from a
bacterial pathogen if exposed to contaminants in the bay.
• Exposure to PCBsand ocher chemicals found in the bay
are associated with decreased growth, also increasing their
risk of an early death.
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"It strengthens the association between toxic contamination in sediments and there being deleterious effects on juvenile salmon;' said Dr. Tracy K. Collier, manager of the ecotoxicity program at NMFS. "These are not what I would consider
inconsequential effects,"
Commencement Bay is severely contaminated with a
variety of organic and inorganic chemicals. Juvenile salmon
inhabit the waterway in the late spring and early summer
before migrating to the ocean. In 1994, NMFS began examining the contaminant exposure of salmon which migrate
through the bay. Early findings showed that young Chinook
and chum salmon sampled from the bay were exposed co a
wide range of chemical contaminants, at levelscomparable co
those previously shown to slow growth, suppress immune systems and increase mortality.
Similar work in Seattle's Duwamish Waterway in 1995
examined juvenile Chinook salmon that migrate through the
estuary. There, scientists found that these fish did not grow as
well as fish from a hatchery on the Green River.They concluded that mortality is potentially increased for salmon feeding in
contaminated sites.
These results confirmed suspicions that arose in 1990,
when NMFS scientists found that the mean concentration of
a class of chemicals known as aromatic hydrocarbons (AH)
was 650 times greater in salmon from the urban Duwamish
Waterway than those in the non-urban Nisqually River, and
that the mean concentration of PCBs was four times greater.
Scientists also found chat the mean concentration of PCBs in
the liver of the urban salmon was three times higher than in
the other salmon. Another 1990 study by NMFS found that
juvenile salmon from the Duwamish also had depressed
immune systems compared to the other juvenile salmon, and
their growth and survival rates were much lower than the fish
from the Nisqually River.
The estuaries are critical habitat for the salmon, which are
almost certain to be placed on the Endangered Species List in
February by NMFS. Last summer, NMFS petitioned the EPA to
assess the Duwamish as a potential Superfund site. The EPA
began its review in August.
·
•

up as a Superfund site.
Earlier chis year, salmon
throughout the Puget Sound
and Willamette River systems
were proposed for placement
on the Endangered Species
List. Final decisions are due in
1999, at about the same time
the Superfund designations are
expected. Worlds are colliding.
Congress
passed
the
Superfund law in 1980 in the
wake of environmental disasters at Love Canal in upstate
. New York and in Kentucky. In
1981, the EPA began assembling its list of the nation's
worst toxic sites, and included
Commencement
Bay
in
Tacoma among the first sites
listed. It may also be among
the most complicated in terms
of difficulty in cleaning it up
and assessing liability. The
National Priority List now
includes more than 1,300 sites.
If anyone can speak with experience and authority about
Superfund, the people of
Tacoma can.
Commencement Bay is
home to the Port of Tacoma,
one of the busiest on the West
Coast. An awful lot of industrial contamination - about 2
million cubic yards - sits at
the bay's bottom. Some 160
businesses and the Port are
deemed potentially liable for
the cleanup. After 17 years,
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some areas of the Bay have
finally been rernediated, but
only two industries, Simpson
Kraft and the Pore of Tacoma,
have voluntarily taken responsibility for their pare in creating
the contamination. "The reality," says Leslie Ryan, executive director of Citizens for a
Healthy Bay, "is that EPA
saved the hardest part for last."
The other major parties,
including
Asarco, the New
York-based mining conglomerate, are engaged in heavy litigation over who pays how
much. The EPA, eager to help
resolve lawsuits, and under
pressure from industries and
eager co cut cleanup costs,
decided co relax cleanup standards
for
PCBs
in
Commencement Bav sediment.
The old standard
required a cleanup of all but
150 pares· per billion PCBs.
Now the EPA is celling industries the cleanup standard is
450 pares per billion for the
first 10 years, and 300 pares per
billion after that.
"EPA was just fearful the
industries would sue them,
prolonging the cleanup," Ryan
says. "It was obvious the
industries were challenging the
standard."
Ryan's organization have
joined People for Puget Sound,
the
Washington
Toxics

Coalition and the Washington
Environmental Council in a
lawsuit challenging the EPA's
relaxed standard. Notice was
filed in October, "It is sad we
muse
sue
to
force
the
Environ men cal
Protection
Agency to act in the public
interest,"
said
Carol
Dansereau,
organizational
director of the Washington
Toxics Coalition.
"The cleanup standards
for Commencement Bay are
based on preventing human
ingestion of PCBs," Ryan said.
"The risk is definitely there.
Widespread contamination. (e's
in the salmon, the flatfish, the
shellfish. Now it's moving into
bird populations."
The original, more protective cleanup goal was supported by many ocher interests
including the Puyallup Tribe,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the National
Marine Fisheries Service. Russ
McMillan, a sediment specialist
with
the Washington
Department of Ecology, said
EPA at first proposed an even
weaker cleanup goal. "We had
some serious concerns, and
went head to head with them,"
he said. NMFS, meanwhile,
has developed evidence that a
standard of no more than 200
pares per billion for PCBs is
necessary to protect salmon.
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cions director for Governor
John Kitzhaber said no, it isn 't
the stigma of Superfund that
Oregon wants to avoid, but
the desire to keep the process
under local rather than
Federal jurisdiction, and the
belief that a voluntary effort
would get more work done
faster and better.

I

_

ut at a December 4th
gathering of experts on
contaminated sediments,
attorney Claudia Powers outlined the potentially huge economic costs a Superfund listing of the Portland Harbor
could bring. The Defense
Department does not send its
ships into NPL-listed harbors,
other than its own, according
co the Port of Portland. (What
would happen to the Rose
Festival under these circumstancesj') Businesses coming
into a listed port would be
wary of potential liability, perhaps shying away from doing
business in a listed harbor, or
requiring insurance that could
result in prohibitively expensive costs.
Another curious wrinkle
for Portland and the state to
contend with is the city's current status as a showcase community as part of the EPA's
brownfields initiative. The
brownfields initiative grants
preferential tax treatment for

property being cleaned and
developed. Portland's award of
such status under this program
is for an area of the city that is
coincidental with that under
EPA scrutiny for Superfund.
According co Claudia Powers,
an NPL site cannot be eligible
for the brownfields program,
which would result in a loss of
the preferential tax status
being used for development.
In addition the Army Corps of
Engineers is about half way
into a ten-year study of a
channel deepening project for
the same 5.5 mile stretch of
the Willamette. Is channel
deepening, which involves
extensive dredging, compatible with safe treatment of coxic sediment? In theory, but a
recent accident at a toxic
dump site on Ross Island raises doubts. A gravel mining
operation disturbed contaminated sediment in the water,
despite the oversight of the
Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality and
Port of Portland.
By May of i 999 the
Harbor Group, according the
Dick Pederson of-the DEQ,
will come up with a plan to
determine the level of impacts
of contaminated sediments, if
any, on human health, fish and
waterfowl .The group has contributed $500,000 to study
these impacts and develop a

framework for protocols, what
Dean Marriott described as an
implementation and management strategy. The Harbor
Group will also compile a
common data base of rhe findings at the sites in question,
which does not now exist. The
EPA will wait until this is submitted for further recommendations. There is the possibiiity that individual sites in the
Harbor could be listed even if
the entire 5.5 mile stretch of
the Willamette is not.
(The EPA maintains a
large and detailed website
which enables the public to
see what businesses in a particular location are being monitored, what hazardous materials and wastes are handled at a
particular site, and the sites'
status under EPA review standards, www.epa.gov. The
DEQ also has an extensive
web site pertaining to the
Harbor clean-up.
www.deq.state.or.us/wmc/clea
nup/clean.htm)
What are the clean up
options, I wondered? Is an
effort being made to keep
more toxics from accumulating? Dick Pederson of DEQ,
said that at this point it's premature to speculate as to what
kind of clean up is necessary.
The options, however, said
Dean Marriott, could include
dredging and dumping which,

EPA is reviewing the issue
of protecting salmon. At any
rate, all sides do seem to agree
on at least one point: the
relaxed goal will save the
responsible parties $13 million.
Superfund has helped
bring the sources of pollution
under
control
in
Commencement Bay, but the
cleanup has not been speedy
enough to prevent the spreading of contamination out into
the Sound. EPA, nevertheless,
has set a goal of completing
the cleanup by 2003, followed
by 10 years of monitoring.
Meanwhile, 30 big polluters
potentially responsible for the
disaster are meeting behind
closed doors in an effort to
resolve liability issues.
Has Superfund imprinted
Tacoma with the notoriety of
membership
among
the
nation's most polluted sites? Is
there a "Superfund stigma?"
Ryan believes there is. "The
businesses and governments
here all agree, we are known
for that big Superfund site.
Who wants to live there, who
wanes to locate a business
here. It definitely is a stigma."
And
yet,
she
says,
"Superfund is the best tool
we've got. It makes the polluters accountable. We can't
ever expect the polluter to
step up to the place."

according to Jackie Sabicz of
the Coast Alliance has proved
problematic in a number of
locations. Ross Island has been
considered a possible burial
site but recent revelation of
accidental releases indicates
inherent difficulties. Capping
co keep the sediment in place,
and doing nothing - leaving
the sediment as is - are also
possible options. Capping, said
Jackie Sabitz citing a New
Jersey case, can be imprecise,
though this is an option being
considered for remediation of
mercury-contaminated sediment in Bellingham Bay. As to
ongoing pollution, Marriott
said that there is ongoing
water column monitoring, and
that industrial inputs are "generally under control."
Curious as to how contaminated freshwater sediments
are being dealt with elsewhere,· I spoke to Eric Uram
with the Wisconsin Chapter of
the Sierra Club who described
efforts going on there with a
pilot program to remove PCBs
from sediment in the Fox and
Detroit Rivers. A sediment
decontamination program is
now in early stages of development for the Great Lakes.
Decontamination, said Jackie
Sabitz of the Coast Alliance, is
a lot more expensive than
dumping. "If we don't do it,
some one else wilJ pay in
terms of public health," she

The "Department
al Apalagy"
n most states, the EPA is in
charge
of
Superfund
cleanups. In recent years, it
has begun delegating cleanup
responsibility to state authorities, including the Washington
Department of Ecology., an
agency chat enjoys little trust
among
environmentalists.
Ecology
Director
Tom
Fitzsimmons recently exacerbated tensions by offering to
eliminate
the department's
sediment management program from the upcoming state
budget, a $300,000 savings.
"Our response is we know
contaminated sediments have
an impact on salmon," says
Pam Johnson of People for
Puget Sound. "For the department, the government or anybody talking about salmon
recovery, it's insane to be eliminating the resources necessary
for dealing with the problem .. "
Joel Hirsch horn, the consultant for the environmental
groups, said federal Superfund
involvement would complicate
state efforts to ease up on polluters. "My experience is state
agencies are more in bed with
industries."
However, Garin Schrieve,

I

a sediment
specialist
for
Ecology, said he sees nothing
unusual at the Rayonier site.
"The kind of contamination
we're seeing is pretty much
what we'd expect at an industrial site used the last 70
years." Expected, maybe, but
does that mean the state
should sanction the pollution
and not recommend it for
Superfund designation?
"This is one of the worst
contaminated
sites in the
state," Schanfald said. "For the
department to say it's normal
- that's pretty bad. Ecology
doesn't wane this site listed
·because that would reflect
poorly on their oversight. They
allowed chis to happen."
An article
in Seattle
Weekly Jase January exposed
the Department of Ecology
("The
Department
of
Apology," was the title) for fostering a cozy relationship with
industry at the expense of the
environment.
Writer Chris
Carrel
revealed
that the
department
is
allowing
Georgia-Pacific to dump 45
pounds of mercury each year
into Northern Puget Sound's
Bellingham Bay, on top of 1
million cubic yards of sediment already contaminated
with the neurotoxin. Mercury,
a heavy metal, is linked to fishery losses around the globe.

Ecology, Carrel wrote, lets G-P
"violate its monthly mercury
limits one month ouc of four. It
has repeatedly breached its
daily limits sometimes by a
factor of 10."
Similarly, in Port Angeles,
Darlene
Schanfald
says
Ecology over the years has
placed little or no emphasis on
regulating
Rayonier's
emissions. She claims the state
agency was part of the problem, and may be inclined co
cover up any of its own past
mistakes that might have contributed to Rayonier's mess in
Port Angeles.
For
example,
on
November
30,
the
Department
of
Ecology
announced
it had fined
Rayonier $12,000 for discharging 1.2 million gallons of
hydraulic fluid and PCBs-contarninated groundwater into
the Strait of Juan de Fuca, over
a 12-day period in October.
The maximum fine for such a
spill is $25,000 a day, but
Ecology assessed just the minimum $1,000 per day. "That
equals only 1 cent per gallon of
hazardous waste," Schanfald
said. "One has to question
whether the Department of
Ecology is in the business of
fining or fostering contamination of our state waters and
sediments. The level of fine

Don Truax of Portland holds up a sturgeon he just pulled from the Willamette River. in the area assessed by
EPA as a potential Superfund site.

added, noting that cost benefit analyses in these cases are
often slanted toward the easiest option.
"The riverbed belongs to
the citizens of Oregon," said
Don Francis of Willamette
Riverkeeper. "Industrial
impacts have fouled and poisoned it." When the 1960s
clean-up of the Willamette
which was instrumental in
passage of the 1972 Clean
Water Act took place, we used

fewer yardsticks to measure
river health, than we now use,
he explained. Toxic sediments
were not part of that picture.
We will have to wait until
May to see if the Harbor
Group, working on a schedule
that is, said attorney Claudia
Powers, like having to go from
"40 to 100 miles per hour in a
quarter of a mile," can come
up with a plan that meets EPA
approval. About half of the
Port's major industries are par-

ticipating in the process.
Those not currently at the
table include Chevron,
Atlantic Richfield and RhonePoulenc, a manufacturer of
pesticides which took occupancy at a site previously
placed on the NPL list.
Will the voluntary effort
be able to meet the costs of
what will likely be an
extremely expensive assessment and clean-up? A
Superfund listing for the

begs the question whether it is
cheaper for Rayonier to pay
this fine, if indeed they do,
than to have properly disposed
of the contaminated water."
Laurie Valeriano of the
Washington Toxics Coalition
said Ecology should be sending
repeat environmental offenders
like Rayonier a more clear message that their disregard of
environmental laws is not going
to be tolerated in Washington.
State records show Ecology
fined
Rayonier
57 times
between 1989 and 1996 for air
and water violations.
Last
August,
Ecology
fined
Rayonier $3,000 for an illegal
release of wastewater. "Repeat
violators should be fined the
maximum penalty of $300,000,
not given a $12,000 slap on the
wrist," Valeriano said.
Rayonier was supposed to
store the contaminated water
in a large tank where it would
be tested for levels of contamination, then treated and disposed of according to a plan
that Ecology wrote and oversaw. Where were Ecology's
field inspectors during the 12day
spill?
Where
was
Rayonier?
•

Harbor might have severe
economic repercussions .for
Portland, and for the state.
What are the effects of contaminated sediment on river
species and human health?
How much of this kind of pollution is acceptable? How
good and independent will
the science be? How will the
EPA's recent warning to DEQ
on its failure to protect citizens groups' legal rights effect
this management plan? What
price are the citizens of
Oregon who want a healthy
Willamette and depend on a
thriving port willing to pay to
achieve both? Is Superfund
the best solution for the
Portland Harbor?
"As long as the work is
done well and properly it
doesn't matter if it's listed as
Superfund or not," said EPA's
John Meyer. "Willamette
Riverkeeper wants the benefits and advantages that
Superfund offers," said Don
Francis, "whether the package
is federal or state it doesn't
matter. The goal should be to
protect humans and wildlife co
the greatest ability feasible the qualifiers to feasible are
the devils .... " The EPA study
clearly underlines the need to
take a hard look at the entire
ecosystem of a river, from the
riverbed on up, when considering what constitutes a clean
and healthy river.
•
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Point of R-----------------Oikos (Home) for the Holidays
ByJohnRyan
ive years ago in a dreary
November, I moved to Seattle to
start a new job, in a city where I
hardly knew a soul. Unlike most newcomers to the Northwest, I moved here
im an easterly direction, from across the
Pacific. I had been living in Indonesia, a
nation whose serious poverty and repression of basic freedoms long predate this
year's headline-making turmoil. Yet oddly enough, Indonesians often seemed
happier and more alive than people in
my own country.
A basic concept in Indonesia isjam
karet, literally "rubber time." It means
that time is flexible, things happen
when they happen, there's no need to
rush. In part, it reflects the difficulties of

F

functioning in chaotic megacities like
Jakarta, where I lived. Getting across a
town as 'big as New York City, but with
no subway or orderly street pattern, can
take hours, whether you're lounging in
an air-conditioned taxi, crammed into a
belching three-wheeled iemo, or
hunched over in a careening bus not
designed for a westerner's six-foot frame.
Butjam karet is also a reflection of
basic cultural values. Indonesians generally spend less of their time keeping up
with the Sutrisnos, and more on cementing relationships with those around
them, spending time with family, sitting
with friends and neighbors on the street
corner while smoking those infernal
clove cigarettes. If you leave out the cigarettes, these activities are just the sort
that holidays are supposed to be about.

Mo BY
Home of the Wil.d Oyster
on Willapa Bay
Nahcotta, Washington 98637
(on Sandridge Road)
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Moving from this sunny place on
the equator to Seattle at the start of a
drizzly Northwest winter was a shock to
· my system. But there was a bigger cultural shock of coming back to my own
country at the beginning of the holiday
season. A time of festivity and goodwill,
of course, but what I noted most of all in
my first American holiday season in two
years was the orgy of shopping.
Everywhere people buying things OJ sitting in traffic on their way to buying
things. An alien' anthropologist might
look at a downtown Seattle street in
December and think that humans were
just the worker-slaves used as docile
porters by highly intelligent Bon Marche
and Nordstrom bags. It was hard for me
to share in the joy of holiday shopping
having just returned from a place where
people did much less shopping and
seemed much happier for it. I couldn't
help thinking that my fellow Americans
were so busy buying things for each other that they had no time for each other,
and that saddened me.
Bue it was good to be home - in
my home country at least, if not in my
home town - surrounded by
Americana. Yellow school buses. Blue
mail boxes. Uncensored news.
Supermarkets full of comfort foods. (I
once went to the Raffles Hotel, one of
Southeast Asia" swankest, jusc to pay $5
for a fresh bagel with cream cheese,
flown in from New York. I knew there
was something sick and wrong about the
concept, but that bagel casted unbelievably good at the time.) I even enjoyed
looking at the window displays of the
department stores whose bags seemed to
be enslaving the human race. The troubling thing about my home land and its
lifestyle was that I knew it to be doing
more to harm my home planet than any
other nation in history. Among other
things, I knew that we Americans, five
percent of the earth's people, were

putting out one-fifth of the greenhouse
gases that are disrupting the entire planet's climate.
Being home for the holidays got me
thinking about oikos, the Greek word for
home, and the root word of both ecology
and economy. Shouldn't we use this
homecoming to start caring for our collective home, to reconcile the two
descendants of oikos? Couldn't we use
this time to start making peace, not war,
on the earth?
It's not easy to be oikos for the holidays, with ·every advertisement, store
front and expert commentator urging us
on to greater consumer confidence and
truly patriotic spending levels. Yet most
of us know deep down that our time and
our love are better gifts than anything
•we can hope to buy at Fred Meyer or
REI. Perhaps we haven't grasped what
an amazing gift it would be to tell our
grandchildren that we almost lost the
world but held back before it was too
late. We saw how we were hurting the
sky and everything underneath it and
decided to stop. Or what a gift it would
be to ourselves not to have to tell them,
"We could have left you a decent world
but decided you weren't worth it."
In this, Earth's warmest year in
recorded history, I'll still go holiday
shopping and buy what I need co make
my loved ones happy. But I'll try to
remember that, yes, Virginia, the best
things in life are free, and that the
atmosphere that makes all life possible is
priceless. And that every time I reduce
my consumption of energy or stuff, I'm
giving a gift tO myself, my loved ones,
and every living thing on Earth for
decades co come.
•

John Ryan writes from Seattle. He is researd:
directorfor NorthwestEnvironment Watch
and author of Over Our Heads: A Local
Look at Global Climate.
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Should Journalists Care About the Planet?
By Elizabeth Grossman
ad· vo -ca- cy n. The act of pleading or
arguing in favor of something, such as a
cause, an idea, or a policy; active support.
ad- vo • cate 11. l. One that argues for a
cause; a supporter or defender. 2. One
that pleads in another's behalf; an
intercessor.
, ~

dvocacy is a word we have
been caught to avoid. It
marks a bias, something most
journalists are convinced should not be
acknowledged, despite the fact that it is
inescapable," writes Michael Frome in
the Preface to Green Ink: An Introduction
to EnoironmentaiJournalism. "But my
point," he continues, "is that we ought
co be concerned with global warming,
acid rain, destruction of tropical and
temperate forests, loss of wilderness and
wildlife, toxic wastes, pollution of air
and water, and population pressures that
degrade the quality of life." Frome, a
veteran columnist, author of books on
wilderness, the West and National Parks
who has taught writing and environmental journalism defines that field as "writing with a purpose, designed co present
the public with sound, accurate data as
the basis of informed participation in the
process of decision making on environmental issues."
Green Ink is very much a handbook,
which illustrates by example - from
history, the author's experience, and that
of respected contemporary writers how environmental issues have been
approached and treated in the press, as
well as how co go about covering them
as a journalist. Doing so he points out
the obstacles writers have encountered
when presenting uncomfortable facts,
and stories that may provoke the displeasure of "mainstream media." Frome
(who is a member of Cascadia Times'
advisory board) outlines for aspiring
journalists how various periodicals treat
environmental stories, how these newspapers and magazines have influenced
national awareness of such issues, and
how to approach writing about these
subjects. He does so with a tone of
avuncular pedagogy. While Green Ink is a
book unlikely to be read outside of the
classroom, the questions it raises are
worth considering in the wider context
of why environmental journalism still
often finds itself backed into a defensive
corner.
Frame quotes journalist Ben
Bagdikian as saying, "Objectivity is in
the eye of the beholder. Every journalist
must decide personally what's important .. .ln making these choices, you're
selective, no longer objective." This
remark brings to mind another recently
published book, Science Under Siege by
Todd Wilkinson which illustrates many
of Frome's points about environmental

GREEN INK: An Introduction to Environmental
Journalism by Michael Frome, University of
Utah Press, $19.95 (paper) 192 pp.

reporting.
In Science Under Siege, Wilkinson, a
Montana-based journalist, recounts the
travails of eight government scientists
who persisted, in the face of political
and agency pressure to do the contrary,
in telling the public what their work discovered. These are scientists trained to
deal in facts, yet who were discouraged
by political constraints which cost some
of them their careers, from presenting
their findings to the world at large.
Wilkinson - as does Frome- pays
homage to Rachel Carson as courageous
inspiration for those attempting to tell
the world facts of science which it may
not want to hear. With a foreword from
David Brower and introduction by Jim
Baca, former national director of the
Bureau of Land Management, the book
has a certain sense of gravitas and
urgency. These are important stories:
important for the realities of forest practices, wildlife and natural resource management they present. Grizzly bears,
timber sales, a frog which called into
question a Western state's approach co
endangered species, wild rivers and the

integrity of biodiversity, are some of the
issues at stake. Wilkinson does an
admirable job of immersing us in these
varying landscapes but because Science
Under Siege tells more a story of politics
than of science or natural history, its
details of who-said-what-to-whom can
become somewhat cumbersome at
points.
Science Under Siege is a book of difficulties; the tales of people who have
struggled to bring facts to light. As their
journalistic intermediary, Wilkinson had
the doubly difficult task of getting those
stories published. (Difficulties of the
kind described by Frome in Green Ink.)
Still, Wilkinson is here, in the very best
sense of the word, an advocate for these
scientists and the natural world that has
been their lives' work.
For those immersed in environmental issues, it often seems confounding
that it should be so difficult to bring
these matters to public attention: "It
seems that the task of environmental
writing can be defined as translation, as
communicating the wisdom of science to
the rest of us." says journalist Richard

Manning in Green Ink, a remark which
resonates throughout Science Under Siege.
Because environmental journalism often
deals in facts that are difficult and disturbing to deal with, it will probably
always have to contend with the perils
of politics. Wilkinson reminds us here of
the values of advocacy.
•

Contributing editor Elizabeth Grossman
writesfrom Portland.
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HATCHERIES

MORE INFORMATION

THE NORTHWEST POWER PLANNING COUNCIL has published its full scientific report on hatcheries http://www.nwppc.org/art_prod.hcm.

SUPERFUND

To learn more about HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAl\lfS RUN BY THE EPA,
check it its Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response website at
http://www.epa.gov/swerrims. To learn about the Superfund program, go to
http://www.epa.gov/superfund/index.htm.
EACH EPA REGIONAL OFFICE maintains a website with details on specific
Superfund sites.
Region 10 (Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington): http://www.epa.gov/regionlO.
Region 9 (California, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii): http://www.epa.gov/region09/waste.
Region 8 (Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, North and South Dakota):
http://www.epa.gov/region08/waste/waste.html.
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT the Portland Harbor Study, see
http://www.deq.state.or.us/wmc/cleanup/Porcland%20Harbor/portland%20harbor.htm.
THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, which plans to deepen 115 miles of the lower Columbia and Willamette River, including Portland Harbor, will rake comments on
its plan through February 5, 1999. Its five-volume draft feasibility report and EIS,
released for public comment on October, 23, is published at the Corps' website at
http://www.nwp.usace.army.miJ/pm/projects/crnci.
Comments may be mailed co: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Portland District, CENWP-PE-E ATTN: Steven]. Stevens, P.O. Box 2946, Portland, Oregon 97208-2946.
Stevens also can be reached by telephone, (503) 808-4768, or e-mail:
Sceven.J.Stevens@usace.army.mil

THE COLUMBIA RIVER INTER-TRIBAL FISH COMMISSION reports on
hatchery successes in the Umatilla River at http://www.critfc.org/text/success.html.
ENERGY CONSERVATION

THE ENVIRONMENTAL WORKING GROUP publishes its report, "Unplugged:
How Power Companies Have Abandoned Energy Efficiency," ac
http://\,\,ww.ewg.org/pub/home/reports/unplugged/unplugpr.html.
THE NORTHWEST ENERGY COALITION, which advocates environmentally
sound renewable energy sources, publishes its "Energy Scorecard: Your Utilities •
Investments in Clean and Affordable Energy," and other pertinent information at
http://emerald.oz.net/nwec.

R.EPORTS
A new report by the WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY (Ecology)
reveals that little is known about the production, discharge and disposal of dioxins in
Washington, and also illustrates the need for a statewide strategy to further reduce the
production and release of toxic pollutants. For more information about the
"Washington State Dioxin Source Assessment" go to Ecology's website at:
http://www.wa.gov/ecology/eils/pubs/98-320/98-320. h tm I.

THE OLYMPIC ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL Provides details about the pollution problems caused by pulp and paper manufacturing in the Pore Angeles area at
http://www.olympus.net/community/oec, or contact Darlene Schanfald at
darlenes@olympus.net.

"WILDLANDS PHILANTHROPY,'' a special issue of Wild Earth magazine, offers an
indepth package of reports on how private wealth is protecting public values by preserving nature and purchasing land. For a copy, contact the magazine at (802)434-4077.

PEOPLE FOR PUGET SOUND provides comprehensive reports and other information on pollution in Puget Sound at http://www.pugecsound.org. We highly recommend
"Toxic Soup: A Report on Industrial Pollution in Puget Sound," at http://www.pugetsound.org/p2/reportfolder/default.html.

PUBLIC

THE NATIONAL ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEANIC ADMINISTRATION
(NMFS) provides details about coastal and ocean resources that have been injured by
releases of oil or hazardous substances and efforts to obtain compensation for the public for their losses. See http://www.darcnw.nmfs.gov.
GRIZZLIES

THE INTERAGENCY GRIZZLY BEAR COMMITTEE The lnteragency Grizzly
Bear Committee (IGBC) was created in 1983 to lead the recovery· of the grizzly bear in
the lower 48 states. Its website contains numerous reports, at
http://www.r6.fws.gov/igbc/index.htm.

COMMENT

THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY intends co prepare an environmental
impact statement co assess the impacts of establishing a domestic capability to produce
plutonium co power future space missions, Locations co be analyzed for the project
include the Fuels and Materials Examination Facility at the Hanford Site near
Richland, the Advanced Test Reactor near Idaho Falls, Idaho, the Fast Flux Test
Facility at the Hanford Site. Public comments are welcome co January 4, 1999. Contact
Colette Brown, Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-50), U.S.
Department of Energy, 19901 Germantown Road, Germantown, Maryland 20874, Tel:
301-903-6924; Fax: 301-903-1510; Email: Colette.Brown@HQ.OOE.GOV

WILD ROCKIES SLATE is a website full of up tO date information about environmental issues in the northern Rockies, including of course bears. Visit them at
::E http://www.wildrockies.org.
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CASCADIA TIMES is now taking business-card sized
advertising, as well as classified ads, on these pages.

503.232.8405

Call us at (503) 223-9036 lcr rates 311'.I ~th"'
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Pacific
Oasis
. Original T-Shirt Designs
All designs by
Susan R. Wellman
•
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100% Cotton
M. L. XL $16.50
XXL $17.50
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plus shipping and handling
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OR GRN ENERGY COALITION

Call (800) 985-4237
PO Box 1543 MountVernon WA 98273

OGEC@IMAGINA.COM

503-288-3986

Pacific Oasis donates a portion of profits to
environmental and conservation organizations
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A new half-hour documentary

by acclaimed

Portland film producer Sharon Genasci

What can YOU do about
hazardous air pollution?
FILMED in Northeast & Northwest Portland Neighborhoods
ORIGINAL MUSICAL SCORE written and performed by
Bruce Smith and the North American African-American Ballet
SCRIPT WRITTEN by Sharon Genasci
& Paul Koberstein, editor, Cascadia Times

January 6, 1999

Performance at 7:15 pm
Tickets $5 at the door
Reception to follow
Performance to Benefit the new Cascadia Times Research Fund
This event celebrates the launch of Cascadia Times' Research Fund which we hope you1l want
to support as generously as possible. All contributions to the fund are tax-deductible.

For more information call (503) 223-9036

